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 Arcadia Awakens
by Kai Meyer

ISBN: 9780062006073
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Arcadia Awakens - Trilogy
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2013-01-07
Pages: 480
Price: $10.99

To Rosa Alcantara, the exotic world of Sicily, with its reputation for murder and intrigue, is just that--exotic, and wholly unknown. But when her life in
Brooklyn falls apart, she must travel there to her family's ancestral home, where centuries of secrets await her. Once there, Rosa falls head over heels for
Alessandro Carnevare, the son of a Sicilian mafia family, whose handsome looks and savage grace intrigue and unsettle her. But their families are sworn
enemies, and her aunt and sister believe Alessandro is using Rosa. And when Rosa encounters a tiger one night--a tiger with very familiar eyes--she can no
longer deny that neither the Carnevares nor the Alcantaras are what they seem.
Ancient myths brought to life in the Sicilian countryside, dangerous beasts roaming the hills, and a long history of familial bloodlust prove to Rosa that she
can't trust anyone--even her own family. Torn between loyalty to her family and love for their mortal enemy, Rosa must make the hardest decision of her
life: stay in Sicily with her new love . . . or run as far and as fast as she can.

 King Lear
by Gareth Hinds

ISBN: 9780763643447
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Candlewick Press
Pub. Date: 2009-10-13
Pages: 128
Price: $14.00

A taut adaptation of Shakespeare's masterwork by Gareth Hinds -- the standard-bearer of graphic-novel retellings of literary classics.

In a graceful adaptation, Gareth Hinds transforms Shakespeare's timeless tale of pride and defiance, loyalty and ambition, betrayal and revenge into graphic-
novel format, packing it with visual drama and providing accessible notes. This artful edition -- like an extraordinary stage performance -- offers a striking
new perspective on one of the most powerful and beloved tragedies in the English language. Incorporating excerpts from the bard's own language, Gareth
Hinds's inventive format opens the experience of KING LEAR to students and fans of graphic literature.

 Lady Macbeth's Daughter
by Lisa Klein

ISBN: 9781599905228
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Bloomsbury Juvenile US
Pub. Date: 2010-09-21
Pages: 320
Price: $11.00

Raised by three strange sisters, Albia has never known the secrets of her parentage. But when Macbeth seeks out the weird sisters to foretell his fate, his life
is entangled with his unknown daughter's. When Albia foresees the terrible future, she becomes determined to save Macbeth's rival--and the man she
loves--from her murderous father. Klein's seamlessly drawn tale makes it seem impossible that Albia was not part of Shakespeare's original play.
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 The Merchant of Venice

by Gareth Hinds

ISBN: 9780763630256
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Candlewick Press
Pub. Date: 2008-05-22
Pages: 80
Price: $15.00

With elegant, contemporary artwork and a faithful but succinct adaptation, this graphic novel casts a classic drama in a provocative new light.

Here is the tale of young Bassanio, who, to win the love of fair Portia, entangles his dearest friend, Antonio, in a dangerous bargain with the moneylender
Shylock. Only Bassanio's heartfelt efforts — and a clever intervention by Portia — will save Antonio from paying Shylock a pound of flesh. Moody and
mesmerizing, this graphic novel adaptation of one of Shakespeare's more controversial plays boasts a chic modern cast, high drama, and all the dark, familiar
beauty of Venice.

 A Midsummer Tight's Dream
by Louise Rennison

ISBN: 9780061799389
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Misadventures of Tallulah Casey
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2013-06-17
Pages: 304
Price: $10.99

Performing Arts College, here I come again! Hold on to your tights!! Because I'm holding on to mine, I can tell you.
Tallulah has been officially admitted to Dother Hall, but her Irish dancing won't cut it anymore. Especially if she's going to help raise enough money to keep
the school from closing. And she has some other distractions to worry about: The Woolfe Academy boys are lingering about, still as confusing as ever. Will
Tallulah be able to test out her new snogging skills and ace her performance in this term's project?
Louise Rennison returns with her trademark sidesplitting humor, sending Tallulah and her mates on another riotously spectacular (mis)adventure.

 Romeo & Juliet
by Gareth Hinds

ISBN: 9780763668075
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Candlewick Press
Pub. Date: 2013-09-10
Pages: 128
Price: $15.00

Gareth Hinds's stylish graphic adaptation of the Bard's romantic tragedy offers modern touches --
including a diverse cast that underscores the story's universality.

She's a Capulet. He's a Montague. But when Romeo and Juliet first meet, they don't know they're from rival families -- and when they find out, they don't
care. Their love is honest and raw and all consuming.But it's also dangerous. How much will they have to sacrifice before they can be together?In a masterful
adaptation faithful to Shakespeare's original text, Gareth Hinds transports readers to the sun-washed streets and market squares of Shakespeare's Verona,
vividly bringing the classic play to life on the printed page.
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 Something Rotten

by  Alan Gratz

ISBN: 9780142412978
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Horatio Wilkes Mysteries
Publisher: Puffin
Pub. Date: 2009-01-13
Pages: 224
Price: $7.50

Denmark, Tennessee, stinks. The smell hits Horatio Wilkes the moment he pulls into town to visit his best friend, Hamilton Prince. And it's not just the paper
plant and the polluted river that's stinking up Denmark: Hamilton's father has been poisoned and the killer is still at large. Why? Because nobody believes
that Rex Prince was murdered. Nobody except Horatio and Hamilton. Now they need to find the killer, but it won't be easy. It seems like everyone in
Denmark is a suspect. Motive, means, opportunity: they all have them. But who among them has committed murder most foul?

 Swimming in the Monsoon Sea
by Shyam Selvadurai

ISBN: 9780887768347
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Tundra
Pub. Date: 2007-08-14
Pages: 280
Price: $14.99

The setting is Sri Lanka, 1980, and it is the season of the monsoons. Fourteen-year-old Amrith is submerged in the cheerful, well-to-do lifestyle in which his
vibrant Auntie Bundle and kindly Uncle Lucky have raised him. Still, Amrith can't seem to shake the blurred memories of his life "before," when his doting
mother was still alive.

School is out for the summers and Amrith's holiday plans seem unpromising. Until, like an unexpected monsoon, his cousin arrives from Canada, and his life
suddenly becomes storm-tossed. Shakespeare's Othello, with its powerful theme of disastrous jealousy, plays in the background of the drama  in which
Amrith finds himself immersed.

 To Be Or Not To Be
by Ryan North

ISBN: 9780982853740
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Breadpig
Pub. Date: 2013-09-10
Pages: 768
Price: $34.95

To Be or Not To Be  is a choose-your-own-path version of Hamlet  by New York Times  best-selling author Ryan North. Play as Hamlet, Ophelia, or King
Hamlet-if you want to die on the first page and play as a ghost. It's pretty awesome! Readers can follow Yorick skull markers to stick closely to
Shakespeare's plot, or go off-script and explore alternative possibilities filled with puzzles and humor.Each ending in the book is accompanied by a full-
color, full-page illustration by one of the 65 most excellent artists working today, so each rereading yields new surprises and rewards. Ryan's prose is, as
always, colloquial and familiar but full of clever references, vivid imagination, and only the most choice of jokes. Inventive devices like a book-within-a-
book (to mirror Hamlet's play-within-a-play) take full advantage of the gamebook medium and liven up the original story for even the most disinterested of
Shakespeare readers! To Be or Not to Be  became a sensation when it launched: over 15,000 people backed the book in just one month, and it remains the
number-one most funded publishing project ever on Kickstarter.com.To be, or not to be: that is the adventure!
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 William Shakespeare's Star Wars

by Ian Doescher

ISBN: 9781594746376
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Quirk Books
Pub. Date: 2013-07-02
Pages: 176
Price: estimated price, 

Return once more to a galaxy far, far away with this sublime retelling of George Lucas's epic Star Wars in the style of the immortal Bard of Avon. The saga
of a wise (Jedi) knight and an evil (Sith) lord, of a beautiful princess held captive and a young hero coming of age, Star Wars abounds with all the valor and
villainy of Shakespeare's greatest plays. 'Tis a tale told by fretful droids, full of faithful Wookiees and fearstome Stormtroopers, signifying...pretty much
everything.

Reimagined in glorious iambic pentameter--and complete with twenty gorgeous Elizabethan illustrations--William Shakespeare's Star Wars will astound and
edify Rebels and Imperials alike. Zounds! This is the book you're looking for.

 A Wounded Name
by Dot Hutchison

ISBN: 9781467708876
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Fiction - Young Adult
Publisher: Lerner Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2013-08-15
Pages: 320
Price: $19.95

Ophelia Castellan will never be just another girl at Elsinore Academy. Seeing ghosts is not a skill prized in future society wives. Even when she takes her
pills, the "bean sidhe" beckon, reminding her of a promise to her dead mother. Now, in the wake of the Headmaster's sudden death, the whole academy is in
turmoil, and Ophelia can no longer ignore the fate. Especially once she starts seeing the Headmaster's ghosts— two of them—on the school grounds. Her
only confidante is Dane, the Headmaster's grieving son. Yet even as she gives more of herself to him, Dane spirals toward a tragic fate—dragging Ophelia,
and the rest of Elsinore, with him. You know how this story ends. Yet even in the face of certain death, Ophelia has a choice to make—and a promise to
keep.
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